International Academy of Consciousness (Florida)
7800 SW 57th Ave Suite 207-D Miami, FL, 33143

Summer 2014 Class Schedule

- **Free Introductory Lecture (Live and Online)**
  Learn more about our classes, our instructors, and our approach by attending an introductory lecture. The IAC’s free introductory lecture explores the IAC’s approach towards consciousness (soul, spirit), energy, non-physical reality, psychic abilities, the Out-of-Body experience, and more. IAC’s foundational model recognizes the validity of these phenomena and proposes a scientific yet participatory approach where knowledge is developed through experience. The lecture discusses how understanding and developing these experiences can help us to gain a better understanding of ourselves. Students who attend the free lecture can choose to move forward with a Bioenergy Workout or to start the CDP program.

  **Dates (English):** Tuesday, July 15, 7:30-9:00 PM; Tuesday, July 29, 7:30-9:00 PM; Tuesday, August 26, 7:30-9:00 PM; Tuesday, September 2, 7:30-9:00 PM
  **Location:** IAC Office (or watch online – for instructions, contact Florida@iacworld.org)

- **Bioenergetic Decathlon – 10 session course (**Brand New Course**)**
  This is an advanced course that consists of 10 bioenergetic training sessions developed to help CDP graduates take their energetic and psychic performance to the next level. Each week, participants will develop important energetic and psychic attributes including Psychometry, VELO mastery, Auric coupling, and more. During the 10 week period, participants will receive follow-up and support to help instill healthier and more developed bioenergetic habits. This class is guaranteed to improve your energetic ability.

  **Class Meeting Dates:**
  - **Class 1,** July 27: Enhanced bioenergy workout "a" (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 2,** August 3: VELO dynamics "a" (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 3,** August 10: Enhanced Psychometry (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 4,** August 17: Enhanced bioenergy workout "b" (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 5,** August 31: Auric coupling dynamics "a" (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 6,** September 7: VELO dynamics "b" (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 7,** September 14: Auric coupling dynamics "b" (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 8,** September 21: Enhanced bioenergies in nature (9:30 AM-12:30 PM) *Local Park
  - **Class 9,** September 28: Remote viewing (10:00 AM-12:00 PM)
  - **Class 10,** October 12: Enhanced bioenergies in motion (9:30 AM-12:30 PM) *Local Park

  *Participants should do their best to attend all classes in the series. Up to 2 classes can be missed to continue with the program.*

  **Pre-requisite:** Participants need to have completed CDP4 to participate.
  **Price:** Members (Basic and above): $215 (regular price), $195 when you register by July 21 ($20 savings)
  **Price:** Non-members: $235 (regular price), $215 when you register by July 21 ($20 savings)

- **Bioenergy Workout**
  The Bioenergy Workout is a fun, informative and deep practical workshop during which students perform a series of diverse bioenergetic (chi, prana) exercises lead by an IAC instructor. Mastering our Bioenergies can help us to become more self-aware, identify and overcome emotional imbalances, maintain psychic self-defense, unlock our potential, and develop parapsychism. You don’t want to miss this class!

  **Dates:** July 31st from 7-10 PM; August 27th from 7-10 PM
  **Pre-requisite:** No pre-requisite, open to all levels
  **Price:** $35 at the door / $25 pre-pay rate / Free for Basic Members and above

- **Major Members Meetings (Consciential discussions for IAC Major Members and above)**
  Major Members Meetings will take place on the following dates: Thursday, July 17th, and Wednesday, September 10th.
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- eCDP - Consciousness Development Program Online
  Take our award winning CDP program anywhere!
  The Consciousness Development Program (40 hour CDP), is IAC’s core spiritual and psychic development program. This summer, we are offering our CDP online (eCDP) in a 30-hour format. The eCDP is designed to provide participants with essential knowledge and an optimized environment for leaving the body and developing psychic ability. The CDP program explores transformative ideas and powerful, simple techniques that will help you take greater command of your multidimensional life. Students who wish to fulfill the additional 10 hours to complete the 40-hour CDP, may attend the weekend OBE Immersion workshop in person at an IAC office.

  The OBE immersion is an optional weekend-long, practical workshop where students will apply the OBE and energetic exercises learned during the eCDP at a local IAC office. Students from out of town, who need help finding a nearby hotel to attend the OBE immersion can contact the IAC office at Florida@iacworld.org or 305-668-4668 for help.

  Dates (English):
  - CDP 1.1 & 1.2 July 26th from 10-3:30 PM
  - CDP 1.3 & 1.4 August 2nd from 10-3:30 PM
  - CDP 2.1 & 2.2 August 9th from 10-3:30 PM
  - CDP 2.3 & 2.4 August 16th from 10-3:30 PM
  - CDP 3.1 & 3.2 August 30th from 10-3:30 PM
  - CDP 3.3 & 3.4 September 6th from 10-3:30 PM
  - OBE Immersion: September 20th & 21st (additional cost, see below)

  Pre-requisite: None (note: Classes must be taken in sequence)
  Price (30-hour module): $365 pre-paid for non Members / $345 Basic Members and above
  Price (10-hour Immersion ONLY): $135 at the door / $120 pre-paid / $110 for Basic Members
  Price (Both 30-hour module & OBE Immersion): $430 for nonmembers (10% savings) / $410 for Basic Members & up (15% savings)

  Satisfaction guarantee! If you are not completely satisfied with the eCDP, you may attend the next live CDP at no additional cost. Next live CDP will start with Module 1 on September 13th and 14th and will lead into the OBE Immersion.

- Advanced 1, Self-Knowledge Course (Weekend Retreat) **With Nanci Trivallato and Wagner Alegretti**
  The Advanced 1 is a weekend immersion course that takes place in a hotel, focusing on personal growth and self-development. It is designed for students who have completed the CDP program and are ready to take the next step towards personal and multidimensional development. The activities that take place during the Advanced 1 are designed to help the participants to evaluate their current personal condition and to make the changes necessary to connect themselves to their life purpose (existential program). This Advanced 1 will be led by IAC’s most experienced instructors, Nanci Trivallato and Wagner Alegretti.

  Dates: October 3rd – 5th (starts at 1:30 PM Friday, ends at 4:30 PM Sunday)
  Pre-requisite: 40 hour CDP program or 30 hour eCDP program + OBE Immersion
  (If you need help achieving the pre-requisites for this class, please contact us)
  Price* (sharing a room with another student): $589 ($549 if pre-paid by September 3)
  Price* (single room): $689 ($649 if pre-paid by September 3)
  The Advanced 1 class takes place in a hotel and prices include room, board, and all classes during the weekend.

- Advanced 2 (Weekend Retreat, Upstate NY)
  The Advanced 2 is IAC’s most advanced course and is considered to be the pinnacle of the Consciousness Development Program. During the Advanced 2, helpers, (spirit guides), work towards the de-intrusion and chakral unblocking of participants which can trigger an expansion in psychic perceptions. The results of an Advanced 2 can be profound: students have reported improved mental functioning, greater serenity, improved health, and greater capacity to execute their life purpose (existential program).

  Dates: October 17th – 19th (starts 1:30 PM Friday; ends 4:30 PM Sunday)
  Pre-requisite: Advanced 1
  Price* (sharing a room with another student): $640 ($590 if pre-paid by August 15th)
  Price* (Single room): $755 ($705 if pre-paid by August 15th)

  The Advanced 2 takes place in a hotel and prices include course, room and board. Transportation is available on request.

  *Package Deal: Students who sign up for both Advanced 1 and 2 receive a $150 voucher towards IAC Florida local and online classes.
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Invitation to Visit the IAC Research Campus
The Research Campus is IAC’s most significant installation. It is nestled among 98,000 m2 (25 acres) of cork and oak tree groves near the town of Évoramonte, in the beautiful Alentejo region of Portugal. The center is a hub for those conducting consciousness research using traditional and multidimensional approaches, whether formal researchers or the general public.

The campus is located at: Herdade da Marmeleira EN 18, km. 236 – Cx. Postal 06; Evoramonte, Estremoz; 7100-500; Portugal; 38° 47’ 37.8996” N, 7° 41’ 11.1012” W

Homeostatic Field Course (IAC Campus)

Transformative Energetic Field Course at the IAC Campus
The course is an energetic immersion with the primary focus of strengthening the connection between the student’s energetic and mental bodies. The entire process of the Homeostatic Field course is supervised and maintained by the helpers, primarily through the energies of the epicenter. Immanent (natural) energies also contribute, and the Campus’ rich abundance of pristine, natural energies aids significantly with this process. This course was created to provide support in the existential programs (life missions) of a greater number of people and is associated with moments of profound change and individual and group recycling.

Pre-requisite: None
Location: IAC Campus in Evoramonte, Portugal
Dates: Friday, November 21st through Sunday, November 23rd
Price: €479 (approx. $650) Price does not include room and board.

1st International Congress of Conscientiology (IAC Campus)

Don’t miss this event! A Seminal Scientific Congress at the IAC Campus
This congress is dedicated to addressing those research fields that, directly or indirectly, enlighten the different aspects of the nature of the consciousness, free from the many reductionist biases that are still present in the predominant scientific view. Speakers, researchers, and participants with a multidisciplinary background will attend from numerous countries, each enriching the proceedings and debates during the event.

The Congress will bring together both scholars and lay people with a shared interest in the continuous refining of a more advanced scientific approach that acknowledges the existence of non-physical realities and is appropriate for the exploration – in subjective, inter-subjective and objective modalities – of the multidimensional aspects of the consciousness and related phenomena.

Location: IAC Campus in Evoramonte, Portugal
Dates: Friday, May 22 through Sunday, May 24, 2015
Price: Prices vary based on date of registration and IAC Membership.

For more information, see the ICC website at: www.conscientiology.org